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Exercise 1: (Fair scheduler for CDB) (4+4+2 points)

The common data bus (CDB) is the bus connecting producers to the reorder buffer (ROB).
The producers are connected to the bus through the output enable (tristate) drivers. Every cycle
exactly one driver is enabled and exactly one producer is putting data on the bus. The OE-drivers
are controlled by the signals P [i].CDBack.

Let n be the number of function units FU. The CDB is requested by the producer P [i] with
i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} by rising the P [i].CDBreq signal during cycle t. The CDB control environment
activates exactly one P [i].CDBack signal during the cycle (t + 1).

In each cycle t multiple producers might be requesting the CDB. The CDB control has to
choose exactly one because only one producer can use the CDB in cycle t. The correctness proof
of the Tomasulo scheduling algorithm with reorder buffer requires a guarantee that any producer
requesting the CDB will get acknowledgement within a finite limit of time (fairness).

In this exercise you have to construct a circuit CDBcntrl which computes from the request
signals CDBreq(t) and the old acknowledge signals CDBack(t) the new acknowledge signals
CDBack(t + 1).

Let fu be the number of the producer that was acknowledged in cycle t. Thus, in cycle
t + 1 CDBcntrl has to acknowledge the requesting producer fu′ with fu′ = min{k|k > fu ∧
P [k].CDBreqt}. If no such fu′ exists (i.e. no producer with number greater than fu requests the
CDB) CDBcntrl has to acknowledge the requesting producer with the lowest index in cycle t + 1.

1. Construct a circuit CDBcntrl which gets as input the old acknowledge signals CDBack(t)
(i.e. signals from producers P [fu].CDBackt) and computes an output Y [n − 1 : 0] where
Y [j] = 1 iff j ≥ fu for P [fu].CDBackt = 1.

2. Use the circuit CDBcntrl and a 2n-bit Find First One circuit in order to compute the number
of the producer that has to be acknowledged in cycle t + 1.

3. What does your circuit compute in case no functional unit is requesting the CDB in cycle t.
In this behavior correct?

Definition of Find First One (FFO) circuit
A FFO circuit FFOcirc computes the function ffo : {0, 1}n 7→ {0, 1}n+1, where ffo(an−1, . . . , a0) =
(bn−1, . . . , b0, zero), such that bi is active iff i = min{j ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}|aj = 1} and zero should
be active only if ai = 0 for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}.
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Exercise 2: (Tag increment) (4+4 bonus points)

Let Θ be the number of ROB entries. Let i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0 hold. Let tag ⊕ i be the tag
incremented i times such that

tag ⊕ i =

{
tag i = 0

(tag ⊕ (i− 1)) + 1 i ≥ 1
.

Prove the following properties.

1. If one increments a tag i times and then j times, this is equivalent to incrementing the tag
i + j times.

(tag ⊕ i)⊕ j = tag ⊕ (i + j)

2. If one increments a tag i times, the value of this tag is the value of the old tag plus i modulo
Θ.

〈tag ⊕ i〉 = 〈tag〉+ i mod Θ
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